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I have counted 6 errors, each with 5 lines, the first line is _ and the others start with d. What am I doing wrong? > q(name == "DPM", error = FALSE) Error in
q(name == "DPM", error = FALSE) : no rows at position 0 I have tried three ways to define data, the first two (1) and (2) are fine, as I can see the contents of the
files "DC.5", "DC.DAT" and "ROT.5" in the workspace: (1) gs read.csv(file = "DC.5", header = TRUE, stringsAsFactors = FALSE, error = FALSE) When you use
read.csv you have to put the first argument file inside quotes. > read.csv(file = "DC.DAT", header = FALSE, stringsAsFactors = FALSE, error = FALSE) I also
noticed that you are using read.csv2. There are many limitations of this function. The most important limitation is that it does not read the first line. I would
recommend you to use read.csv instead. Q: How to load an animation while animating another? I have a card that when it moves, it loads another card, and then
moves it. On the second card, I have a background animation. The problem is, the second card only loads after the first move animation was done. How can I
achieve that the animation is done while the animation is going on? It's a video but since it's 5 seconds long I can't put it here: Here's my code
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